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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the Cauchy problems for some nonlinear
degenerate parabolic equations in R N for nonzero bounded nonnegative
initial data having compact support, and show that the set of peaks of the
nonnegative solution consists of one point after a finite time. Precisely, we
are motivated by the following two facts.
One fact is concerned with the Cauchy problem for the heat equation:
­ u s Du in R N = 0, ` and u x , 0 s w x in R N , 1.1 .  .  .  .t
where w is an initial datum and N P 1. It is known that if w is a nonzero
bounded nonnegative function having compact support, then the set of hot
spots
H t s x g R N ; u x , t s max u y , t 1.2 .  .  .  . 5
NygR
is contained in the closed convex hull of the support of w for any t ) 0,
furthermore it consists of one point after a finite time, and as t ª ` it
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 wtends to the Euclidean center of mass of w see 15, Theorem 1, p. 274;
x.33 . Actually one can see this by calculating the gradient and the Hessian
of the explicit representation of the solution
yNr2 2y< xyy < r4 tu x , t s 4p t e w y dy. .  .  .H
NR
w xThe other fact was shown by Aronson ad Vazquez 6 for a unique
nonnegative weak solution u to the Cauchy problem of the one-dimen-
sional porous medium equation
­ u s ­ 2 um in R = 0, ` and u x , 0 s w x in R, 1.3 .  .  .  .  .t x
where m is a positive constant with m ) 1. Precisely, it was shown that the
  .. my 1pressure ¨ s mr m y 1 u becomes a strictly concave function of x
in its support after a finite time and furthermore as t ª ` the spatial
 .maximum point, that is, the point attaining the maximum of x ª u x, t
tends to the Euclidean center of mass of the initial datum w.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the similar problem for the
nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations. Precisely, consider the following
two nonlinear degenerate parabolic Cauchy problems,
­ u s D um in R N = 0, ` and u x , 0 s w x in R N , 1.4 .  .  .  .  .t
< < py2 N N­ u s div =u =u in R = 0, ` and u x , 0 s w x in R , 1.5 .  .  .  . .t
where m ) 0 and p ) 2. Suppose that
w is a nonzero bounded nonnegative function,
1.6 . S [ the support of w is a compact set. .w
 .The differential equation in 1.4 is the porous medium equation when
 < < py2 .  .m ) 1 and the operator div =v =v in Eq. 1.5 is called the p-Lapla-
 w x w x .cian see Aronson 2 and Kalashnikov 35 for their background . If m s 1
or p s 2, these equations are reduced to the heat equation, and if m / 1
and p / 2, these equations are degenerate or singular parabolic. When
 .m ) 1, existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to 1.4 under general
w xinitial data were proved in 9, 17 , and the Holder continuity of solutionsÈ
w xwas obtained in 13 . When 0 - m - 1, existence and uniqueness of weak
 . w x  w x.solutions to 1.4 were proved in 31, 18 see also 3, 11 , and a uniform
w xmodulus of continuity of solutions was obtained in 20, Sect. 7; 49 . In the
 .case of problem 1.5 , existence and uniqueness of weak solutions under
w xgeneral initial data were proved in 24 . For the Holder continuity ofÈ
w xsolutions and their spatial gradients we refer to 22, 23, 52, 21, 42 .
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w x  .  . 4Furthermore, it was shown in 28 for 1.4 with m ) max N y 2 rN, 0
w x  .and in 36 for 1.5 with p ) 2 that the nonnegative solutions with
1  w xL -initial data have their asymptotic self-similar profiles see 37 for
.solutions with changing sign .
Compared with the heat equation, there is no explicit representation of
the solutions with respect to general initial data for nonlinear equations.
Therefore we need the other different considerations to get the similar
 .  .  .results. Let us state our results. For a solution u to 1.4 or 1.5 with 1.6
 .  .and for t ) 0, define two sets M t and C t by
M t s x g R N ; u x , t s max u y , t , 1.7 .  .  .  . 5
NygR
C t s x g R N ; = u x , t s 0 and u x , t ) 0 . 1.8 .  .  .  . 4x
 .  .Since it is known that the solution u to 1.4 with 1.6 is smooth in the set
 . N  .  . 4  w x.x, t g R = 0, ` ; u x, t ) 0 see 2, 3 and the spatial gradient of
 .  . N  .  .the solution to 1.5 with 1.6 is continuous in R = 0, ` , the set C t is
 .  .well defined. Note that M t ; C t . Then our results are the following:
 . 4THEOREM 1. Let N P 1 and m ) max N y 2 rN, 0 , and let u be a
 .  .  .unique weak solution to the Cauchy problem 1.4 with 1.6 . Then C t is
contained in the closed con¨ex hull of S for any t ) 0 and there exists T ) 0w
 .  ..such that C t s M t consists of one point for each t P T.
THEOREM 2. Let N s 1 and p ) 2, and let u be a unique weak solution
 .  .  .to the Cauchy problem 1.5 with 1.6 . Then C t is contained in the closed
 .  ..con¨ex hull of S for any t ) 0 and there exists T ) 0 such that C t s M tw
 .  .consists of one point, say x s x t , for each t P T. Furthermore, x t is
w .uniformly Holder continuous with exponent 1rp in T , ` .È
Remark. As is mentioned in the beginning of this section, when N s 1
and m ) 1, much stronger results than Theorem 1 have been proved by
w x  .Aronson and Vazquez 6 . When N P 3 and 0 - m - N y 2 rN, it was
w xshown in 8, Proposition 10, p. 174 that the solution u vanishes identically
after a finite time. Theorem 2 is concerned with one-dimensional parabolic
w xequations, therefore one may consider applications of the results of 1 and
w x w x  .an idea of 45 as in 33, Theorem 2 . However, Eq. 1.5 is degenerate at
 .zeros of ­ u x, t and so one cannot apply them directly to our problem.x
The following sections are devoted to the proofs of theorems. In Section
w x2 we prove Theorem 1 with the help of the results of 28 concerning the
asymptotic self-similar profile of the solutions to the porous medium
 .equation. In Section 3 by using the fact that ­ u x, t satisfies the porousx
medium equation with changing sign, we prove Theorem 2. In Section 4
some remarks concerning the methods of the proofs of theorems are given.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 . 4Let m ) max N y 2 rN, 0 and m / 1. Note that the solution u is
N  .continuous in R = 0, ` as is stated in Section 1. We employ an
w xargument used in 12, 14 . For k ) 0, let
u x , t s k Nu kx , k Nr Lt , 2.1 .  .  .k
 .y1where L s m y 1 q 2rN . Then u satisfies the porous mediumk
 . w x  w x.equation 1.4 . By the result of Friedman and Kamin 28 see also 36, 37
N  .as k ª `, u converges uniformly in compact subsets of R = 0, ` to thek
 .Barenblatt solution W x, t defined byC
 .1r my1m y 1 L . 2yL yL r N< <W x , t s t C y xt , 2.2 .  .C  /2mN q
where C ) 0 is determined to satisfy
W x , t dx s w x dx. .  .H HC
N NR R
Therefore there exist four positive constants k , R, C , and C such that0 1 2
for all k P k0
1 1N < <0 - C O W O u O 2W O C in x g R ; x O R = , 2 . 41 C k C 22 2
2.3 .
 .Hence, since the equation in 1.4 for u is written in the formk
my 1
­ u s div m u =u , 2.4 .  . .t k k k
 .  N2.3 means that u satisfies a uniformly parabolic equation in x g R ;k
< < 4  .x - R = 1r2, 2 with parabolicity constants independent of k P k .0
We can apply the theory of quasilinear parabolic equations with principal
 w x.part in divergence form see 41, Chap. V to u for k P k and getk 0
< < 2qa .u O C for any k P k , 2.5 .Qk 3 01
1 2N < < 4  .where Q s x g R ; x - R = , 2 and two numbers C , a are posi-1 32 3
< < 2qa .tive constants independent of k P k , and where v is a usual norm ofQ0 1
 w x .Holder space see 41, Chap. 1, p. 7 for its definition . Letting ¨ sÈ k
 . < my1 < < my1 <  .  .u and V s W , by 2.3 and 2.5 we obtaink C
­ 2 ¨ ­ 2Vk ª uniformly in Q as k ª `, 2.6 .2­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xi j i j
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1 3N < < 4  .where Q s x g R ; x - R = , 2 . Observe that there exist two pos-2 3 4
itive constants C and R depending only on C, m, and N such that4 1
2N ­ V 1
N < <sup j j O yC in x g R ; x O R = , 2 . 4 i j 4 1­ x ­ x 2N i j< < i , js1jgR , j s1
 .Then it follows from 2.6 that there exists k ) k such that for any1 0
k P k1
2N ­ ¨ 1 3k N < <sup j j O y C in x g R ; x O R = , 2 , 4 i j 4 2­ x ­ x 2 4N i j< < i , js1jgR , j s1
2.7 .
1 N < my1 < Nr L < my1 < .   ..where R s min R, R . Since ¨ s k u kx, k t , letting2 1 k3
 .t s 1 we get from 2.7
N 2 < my1 <­ u 1 .
Nr L yN < my1 <q2.sup j j kx , k O y C k . i j 4­ x ­ x 2N i j< < i , js1jgR , j s1
 N < < 4for all x g x g R ; x O R and for all k P k . Furthermore, letting2 1
t s k Nr L and y s kx we get
N 2 < my1 <­ u 1 . y L r N . N < my1 <q2.sup j j y , t O y C t 2.8 .  . i j 4­ x ­ x 2N i j< < i , js1jgR , j s1
 N < < L r N 4  .Nr Lfor all y g y g R ; y O R t and for all t P k .2 1
 .In view of 2.8 , in order to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to show
 .LEMMA 2.1. The set C t is contained in the closed con¨ex hull of S forw
any t ) 0.
 . Proof. The equation of 1.4 has the finite propagation property that
is, if the initial datum has compact support, then the solution has the same
.property for each time t ) 0 when m ) 1, and has the infinite propaga-
 . 4tion property when 1 ) m ) max N y 2 rN, 0 . Therefore, we divide the
Äproof into two cases. First, we consider the case m ) 1. Let S be the
 . Nclosed convex hull of S . Suppose that there exists a point x , t g R =w 0 0
Ä .  .  .  .0, ` with = u x , t s 0, u x , t ) 0, and x f S. Since u x , t ) 0,x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .by the continuity of u there exists a neighborhood U of x , t where0 0
u ) 0 in U. For sufficiently small d ) 0 and h ) 0, we may have
ÄU s B x = t y h , t q h and B x l S s B, 2.9 .  .  .  .d 0 0 0 d 0
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 . Nwhere B x denotes an open ball in R centered at x with radius d .d 0 0
 . N  .  . 4Since u is smooth in x, t g R = 0, ` ; u x, t ) 0 , by using the meth-
 w x w xods of mo¨ing plane see 4, Lemma 2.2 or 36, Lemma 5.1 and see also
w x. N29, 44, 7 , we can see that there exists a right spherical cone V in R ,
Ä .depending only on B x and S, and satisfyingd 0
j v= u x , t P 0 for all j , x , t g V = U. 2.10 .  .  .x
 .  .Put w x, t s j v= u x, t for any j g V. Observe that for any j g V thej x
function w is a nonnegative C`-classical solution to the uniformly parabolicj
equation
­ w s D mumy 1 w in U. .t
 .  wSince w x , t s 0, by the strong maximum principle see 27, Theorem 5,j 0 0
x.p. 39 we have
w xw ' 0 in B x = t y h , t for all j g V . 2.11 .  .j s 0 0 0
This implies that
w xu x , t s u x , t for all x , t g B x = t y h , t . .  .  .  .0 d 0 0 0
 m.  .Furthermore, using the equation ­ u s D u , we get u ' u x , t int 0 0
w xB x = t y h, t . Let .d 0 0 0
w w xt# s inf s g 0, t ; u ) 0 in B x = s, t . 2.12 .  . 4.0 d 0 0
Then 0 O t# O t y h. Suppose that t# ) 0. Let « ) 0 be a sufficiently0
w xsmall number. Hence u ) 0 in B x = t# q « , t . Therefore it follows .d 0 0
 . w xfrom the previous argument that u ' u x , t in B x = t# q « , t . .0 0 s 0 0
Since « ) 0 is arbitrarily small, by the continuity of u we get
w xu ' u x , t ) 0 in B x = t#, t . 2.13 .  .  .0 0 d 0 0
This contradicts the definition of t#, since t# ) 0 and u is continuous.
 .  xTherefore t# s 0 and u ' u x , t ) 0 in B x = 0, t . This contra- .0 0 d 0 0
 .  .dicts the fact that u x, 0 s w x , since B x l S s B. The proof is .d 0 w
completed, when m ) 1.
 . 4It remains to consider the case 1 ) m ) max N y 2 rN, 0 . Since
N  . ` N  ..  w x.u ) 0 in R = 0, ` and u g C R = 0, ` see 3 , we can prove this
lemma by the methods of the moving plane with the help of the strong
maximum principle and Hopf's boundary point lemma for classical solu-
 w x.tions of uniformly parabolic equations see 27, Chap. 2; 47, Chap. 3 .
w xPrecisely, as in 46, Proof of Theorem 2.1, pp. 993]994 we introduce
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 .approximate problems of 1.4 where the maximum principle can be
applied to their classical solutions as follows. First, without loss of general-
Ä y1r2 N .ity, we may assume that the origin is contained in S. Let R « s «
and let B and B be open balls centered at the origin with radiusR« . 1r2.R« .
 .  .  .R « and 1r2 R « , respectively. Choose « ) 0 sufficiently small to have0
ÄB > S. Consider the following initial-boundary value problem for1r2.R« .0
each 0 - « - « ,0
¡ m­ ¨ s D ¨ in B = 0, ` , .  .t R« .
~¨ s « on ­ B = 0, ` , . 2.14 .R« .¢¨ x , 0 s w x q « in B , .  .« R« .
` .where w belongs to C B , is nonnegative, and converges to w in« 0 R« .01 N . L R as « ª 0 that is, w is given by a standard regularization of w due«
.to a mollifier . Then, by the theory of quasilinear uniformly parabolic
 w x.equations see 41 and the maximum principle there exists a unique
` w ..  .classical solution ¨ g C B = 0, ` to 2.14 with« R« .
w« O ¨ O « q sup w in B = 0, ` . 2.15 ..« R« .
Note that
w x q « y w x dx ª 0 as « ª 0. 2.16 .  .  .H «
BR« .
w x w x  .Therefore, it follows from the results of 20, Sect. 7 or 49 that 2.15
 4implies the equicontinuity of the family ¨ . Furthermore, by the« 0 - « - « 0
 .  w x.  .uniqueness of the solution to 1.4 see 31, 18 we have from 2.16
¨ ª u as « ª 0 uniformly on any compact subset of R N = 0, ` . .«
2.17 .
Let us apply the methods of moving plane to each ¨ . We employ the«
 .  .notations x s x9, x and x9 s x , . . . , x . For each l g R defineN 1 Ny1
the function ¨ l and the bounded domain D« by« l
¨ l x , t s ¨ x9, 2l y x , t , .  .« « N
2.18 .« D s x g B ; x - l and x9, 2l y x g B . . 4l R« . N N R« .
ÄRecall that the support of w is contained in the «-neighborhood of S, say,«
Ä Ä N 4S . Suppose that S is contained in the half space x g R ; x - l . Then,« « N
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 .  .in view of 2.14 and 2.15 we observe that
mm l l «¡­ ¨ s D ¨ and ­ ¨ s D ¨ in D = 0, ` , .  . . .  /t « « t « « l~ l « 2.19 .¨ P ¨ on ­ D = 0, ` , .« « l
l «¢¨ x , 0 P ¨ x , 0 for all x g D . .  .« « l
l ` « w ..Let w s ¨ y ¨ . Since w g C D = 0, ` satisfies a linear uniformly« « « « l
«  .parabolic homogeneous equation in D = 0, ` , it follows from the maxi-l
 w  . x.mum principle see 47, Theorem 7 and Remarks ii , pp. 174]175 that
¨ P ¨ l in D« = 0, ` . 2.20 .  .« « l
 .Therefore, letting « ª 0, we get from 2.17
u x , t P u x9, 2l y x , t .  .N
for all x , t g x g R N ; x - l = 0, ` . 2.21 .  .  . 4N
 .  .  . N  .Let w x, t s u x, t y u x9, 2l y x , t . Recall that u ) 0 in R = 0, `N
` N  ..and u g C R = 0, ` . Hence w satisfies a linear uniformly para-
 Nbolic homogeneous equation on each compact subset contained in x g R ;
4  .  .x O l = 0, ` and w x, 0 k 0. Then it follows from the strong maxi-N
 w x.  .mum principle see 27, Theorem 5, p. 39 and 2.21 that
w x , t ) 0 for all x , t g x g R N ; x - l = 0, ` . .  .  . 4N
 N 4  .Furthermore, since w s 0 on x g R ; x s l = 0, ` , Hopf's boundaryN
 w  . x.point lemma see 47, Theorem 7 and Remarks ii , pp. 174]175 implies
that
0 ) ­ w x9, l, t s 2­ u x9, l, t for all x9, t g R Ny1 = 0, ` . .  .  .  .x xN N
2.22 .
 .By using that the differential equation in 1.4 is invariant under the
rotation of the coordinates, we can adjust the positive x -axis to anyN
 .direction. Therefore, 2.22 implies the desired result.
 .Remark. When 0 - m - 1, any nonnegative solution u to 1.4 has the
  .  . N  .positi¨ ity property that is, if u x , t ) 0 for some x , t g R = 0, ` ,0 0 0 0
 . N .then u x, t ) 0 for all x g R . This property was proved by Sabinina0
w x w48, Theorem 2, p. 496 for N s 1 and by Kwong 40, Proof of the Lemma,
x w xp. 474 or by Chen and DiBenedetto 16 for arbitrary N P 1. Because of
this property, Lemma 2.1 holds true for any m ) 0. Precisely, when N P 3
 . w xand 0 - m - N y 2 rN, by 8, Proposition 10, p. 174 and this positivity
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 .property, there exists a time T* ) 0 such that the solution u to 1.4
satisfies
N Nu ) 0 in R = 0, T* and u ' 0 in R = T*, ` , . .
where T* is called the extinction time. Since we can apply the same proof
N  .as in that of Lemma 2.1 in R = 0, T* , because of the definition of the
 .   ..set C t see 1.8 , we see that Lemma 2.1 holds true also when N P 3
 .  .and 0 - m - N y 2 rN. Namely C t s B for any t P T*.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
 .First of all, we note that the equation of 1.5 has the finite propagation
 w x w x.property for p ) 2 see 19 or 32 and u and ­ u are Holder continuousÈx
 .in R = 0, ` . Therefore, using the method of moving plane and the
comparison principle, we see that u satisfies for each t ) 0
P 0 if x O a,
­ u x , t 3.1 .  .x  O 0 if x P b ,
w xwhere a, b denotes the closed convex hull of S . Furthermore we havew
 .LEMMA 3.1. The set C t is contained in the closed con¨ex hull of S forw
any t ) 0, that is, for each t ) 0
) 0 if x - a and u x , t ) 0, .
­ u x , t .x  - 0 if x ) b and u x , t ) 0. .
 .Proof. It suffices to prove that if x - a, t ) 0 and u x, t ) 0, then
 .­ u x, t ) 0, since we can prove the other inequality similarly. Supposex
 .  .  .  .that there exists a point x , t g y`, a = 0, ` with ­ u x , t s 00 0 x 0 0
 .  .  .  .and u x , t ) 0. Let U x, t s ­ u x, t . Then it follows from 3.1 and0 0 x
 .1.5 that U satisfies
­ U s ­ 2 U py1 and U P 0 in y`, a = 0, ` , 3.2 .  .  .  .t x
 4U s 0 on y`, a = 0 . 3.3 .  .
 .The finite propagation property implies that there exists c g y`, x0
satisfying
w x 4u s U s 0 on c = 0, t . 3.4 .0
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 .  .  .  .In view of 3.2 , 3.3 , and 3.4 , we can show that there exists t g 0, t1 0
 .with U x , t ) 0. Indeed, if this is false, we have0 1
w x 4U s 0 on x = 0, t ,0 0
 .  .  .and by combining 3.2 , 3.3 , and 3.4 with this we have from the
 w x wcomparison principle see 17, Lemma 5, p. 422 or 5, Proposition 3, p.
x.386
w x w xU ' 0 in c, x = 0, t .0 0
 .Therefore, this and 3.4 imply that
w x w xu ' 0 in c, x = 0, t .0 0
 .This contradicts the assumption that u x , t ) 0. Hence we have t g0 0 1
 .0, t satisfying0
U x , t ) 0. 3.5 .  .0 1
 .This implies that U x , t ) 0, which is a contradiction. Indeed, by the0 0
w x  .  .method of 34 we can prove that U x , t ) 0 implies U x , t ) 0. Since0 1 0 0
the proof is short, for completeness let us prove this. For C ) 0 and t ) 0
put
U x , t s W x y x , t y t q t , .  .C 0 1
  .where m s p y 1 and N s 1 see 2.2 for the definition of the Barenblatt
.  .solution W . By 3.5 and the continuity of U, for t ) 0 we can choose CC
sufficiently small to get
w x 4  4U O U on y`, a = t and U s 0 on c, a = t , t . . 1 1 0
 .  . Therefore, in view of 3.2 and 3.4 , by using the comparison principle see
w x.17, Lemma 5, p. 422 we have
w x w xU O U in c, a = t , t , 3.6 .1 0
 .which shows that U x , t ) 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.0 0
 .  .Let t ) 0. Then u v, t and ­ u v, t are Holder continuous in R.È0 0 x 0
 .Furthermore, the finite propagation property implies that u v, t has0
 .compact support in R. Let « g 0, 1 be a small number. Consider the0
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following approximate Cauchy problem for each 0 - « - « ,0
 .py2 r2¡ 2< <­ ¨ s ­ « q ­ ¨ ­ ¨ in R = t , ` , . .t x x x 0 /~ 3.7 .¢¨ x , t s u x , t in R, .  .0 « 0
 . ` .  .where u v, t belongs to C R , is nonnegative, and converges to u v, t« 0 0 0
1 .   .in C R as « ª 0 that is, u v, t is given by a standard regularization of« 0
 . .u v, t due to a mollifier . Then it follows from the theory of quasilinear0
uniformly parabolic equations with principal part in divergence form see
w x.41, Chap. V that there exists a bounded classical solution ¨ which«
` w ..belongs to C R = t , ` and satisfies0
0 - ¨ O sup u y , t .« 0
ygR
and
< <­ ¨ O sup ­ u y , t in R = t , ` 3.8 . .  .x « x 0 0
ygR
for any 0 - « - « . Indeed, ¨ can be obtained as the limit of the solutions0 «
w xof a sequence of second boundary value problems as in 26, pp. 56]57 .
w xHence by the results of 21, Theorem 2, pp. 490]491 for any T ) 0 there1
exist two positive constants K ) 0 and 0 - a - 1 independent of « g1 1
 .0, « such that0
a a r p1 1< < < <¨ x , t y ¨ y , s O K x y y q t y s 3.9 .  .  . .« « 1
 .  . w xfor every pair of points x, t , y, s g R = t , T . Also by the results of0 1
w x42, Theorem 1, pp. 525]526 , for the other positive constants K ) 0 and2
 .0 - a - 1 independent of « g 0, « we have2 0
a a r p2 2< < < <­ ¨ x , t y ­ ¨ y , s O K x y y q t y s 3.10 .  .  . .x « x « 2
 .  . w xfor every pair of points x, t , y, s g R = t , T . Therefore in view of0 1
 .  .  .3.8 , 3.9 , 3.10 , and the uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy
problem:
< < py2­ ¨ s ­ ­ ¨ ­ ¨ in R = t , ` . .t x x x 0
and
¨ x , t s u x , t in R, .  .0 0
we see that
¨ ª u and ­ ¨ ª ­ u as « ª 0 3.11 .« x « x
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w . w xuniformly on any compact subset of R = t , ` . Furthermore, let a , b0 1 1
 . w xbe the closed convex hull of the support of u v, t . Note that a, b ;0
w x  w x w x.a , b see 25, Theorem 4, p. 1324 or 26 . By using the methods of1 1
moving plane and the maximum principle, we can see that for t ) t 0
) 0 if x O a y « ,1
­ ¨ x , t 3.12 .  .x «  - 0 if x P b q « .1
 .  .Indeed, by 3.8 and 3.10 we can apply the Schauder estimates for linear
 w x w x.uniformly parabolic equations see 27 or 41 to ¨ and get for any«
T ) 01
< 2 <sup ­ ¨ O C « , T , .x « 1
w xR= t , T0 1
 .where C « , T is a constant depending on « and T . In view of this bound1 1
 . wand 3.8 , applying the Phragmen]Lindelof principle 47, Theorem 10, p.Á È
x  .  .  .183 to the function yw defined by w x, t s ¨ x, t y ¨ 2l y x, t for« « « «
 .l P b q « see Section 2 for the meaning of this function , we see that1
 x w .w P 0 in y`, l = t , ` . Furthermore, it follows from the strong maxi-« 0
 .mum principle and Hopf's boundary point lemma that w ) 0 in y`, l«
 .  .= t , ` and ­ w l, t - 0 for t ) t . This implies the second inequality0 x « 0
 .of 3.12 . The first inequality is obtained similarly.
Let us prove
 .LEMMA 3.2. There exist a number « g 0, « and T ) t such that for1 0 2 0
 .   . 4each t P T and for each « g 0, « the set x g R; ­ ¨ x, t s 0 consists2 1 x «
 .of one point belonging to the inter¨ al a y « , b q « .1 1
w xProof. One of the results of Kamin and Vazquez 36, Theorem 2 says
klim t u x , t y W x , t s 0 uniformly in x g R, 3.13 .  .  .
tª`
 .  .where k s 1r2 p y 1 and W x, t is the Barenblatt solution defined by
 .  .py1 r py2p y 2 pr py1.yk 1r py1. yk< <W x , t s t C# y k xt , 3.14 .  . /p q
where C# ) 0 is determined to satisfy
W x , t dx s w x dx. .  .H H
R R
Therefore there exist positive numbers d , T , and T with T ) T ) t2 0 2 0 0
satisfying
w xu x , T P 4d ) 0 and u x , T O d for all x g a y 1, b q 1 . .  .0 2 1 1
3.15 .
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 .Hence by 3.11 there exists a 0 - « - « such that for any 0 - « - «1 0 1
¨ x , T P 3d ) 0 .« 0
and
w x¨ x , T O 2d for all x g a y 1, b q 1 . 3.16 .  .« 2 1 1
 .  . w x w xIn view of 3.12 and 3.16 , applying the results of 1 and an idea of 45 to
w x¨ as in 33, Theorem 2 , we complete the proof.«
With the help of Lemma 3.1 we have
LEMMA 3.3. For each t P T the sets2
x g R; x - a and ­ u x , t ) 0 4 .x
and
x g R; x ) b and ­ u x , t - 0 4 .x
  . .   ..are equal to the open inter¨ als j t , a and b, j t , respecti¨ ely, whereq y
 .  .j t and j t are defined byq y
j t s inf x g R; u x , t ) 0 4 .  .q
and
j t s sup x g R; u x , t ) 0 , 4 .  .y
and where a, b, and T are the constants in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.2
 .  .Proof. Since u x , t ) 0 for some t ) 0 implies u x , t ) 0 for0 0 0 0
 w x.  .t P t see 26 , by 3.15 in particular0
w xu x , t ) 0 for any x , t g a y 1, b q 1 = T , ` . 3.17 .  . .  .1 1 2
w x w xRecalling that a, b ; a , b , we get the conclusion from Lemma 3.1.1 1
By Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 we obtain some information about the
 .   .  ..set M t see 1.7 for the definition of M t .
 .LEMMA 3.4. For each t P T the set M t consists of either one closed2
w  .  .x  .  .inter¨ al or one point, say a t , b t with a O a t O b t O b, where a, b,
and T are the constants in Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, for2
each t P T2
P 0 if x O a t , .
­ u x , t .x  O 0 if x P b t . .
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w xProof. We use the notion of the lap-number defined in 43 . The
lap-number is used in the similar problems in order to study the interfaces
 w x.   ..see 10, 38 . For t ) 0 let l u v, t be the lap-number of the function
 . w xu v, t on the interval a y 1, b q 1 , that is,1 1
l u v, t s sup k g N; The property ) holds. , 4 .  . . k
 .where ) isk
¡  4There exists a finite sequence x satisfying:j 0OjOk
i a y 1 s x - x - ??? - x s b q 1, . 1 0 1 k 1~ ) . k
ii u x , t y u x , t u x , t y u x , t - 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .j jy1 jq1 j¢ for j s 1, . . . , k y 1.
 .Also, for t ) 0 denote the lap-number of the function ¨ v, t on the«
w x   ..  .interval a y 1, b q 1 by l ¨ v, t . Then it follows from 3.12 and1 1 «
  ..Lemma 3.2 that l ¨ v, t is equal to two for any t P T and for any« 2
 .« g 0, « . With the help of the lower semicontinuity of the lap-number1
 wwith respect to the pointwise convergence of the functions see 43,
x.  .Remark 2.4, p. 407 , by 3.11 we get
l u v, t O lim inf l ¨ v, t s 2 for any t P T . .  . .  .« 2
«ª0
Hence by Lemma 3.3 we have
l u v, t s 2 for any t P T . 3.18 .  . . 2
Therefore the conclusion follows from the meaning of the lap-number see
w x.43 and Lemma 3.3.
Owing to Lemma 3.4 we have
q y  .LEMMA 3.5. There exist two numbers T and T g T , ` such that the3 3 2
sets
x g R; ­ u x , Tq ) 0 and x g R; ­ u x , Ty - 0 4  4 .  .x 3 x 3
  q.  q..   y.  y..are equal to the open inter¨ als j T , a T and b T , j T ,q 3 3 3 y 3
 .  .  .respecti¨ ely, where j v and j v are gi¨ en in Lemma 3.3, and where a vq y
 .and b v are gi¨ en in Lemma 3.4.
  q. 4Proof. It suffices to show that x g R; ­ u x, T ) 0 is equal tox 3
  q.  q.. qj T , a T for some T ) T , since we can prove the other oneq 3 3 3 2
similarly. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we employ the Barenblatt solution
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 .of the porous medium equation in order to estimate ­ u x, t from belowx
  . .see 2.2 for the definition of the Barenblatt solution . For simplicity we
put
U x , t s ­ u x , t . 3.19 .  .  .x
Then Lemma 3.3 implies that
U x , T ) 0 for all x g j T , a . 3.20 .  .  . .2 q 2
  . .Take a point x g j T , a and as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 for C ) 00 q 2
and t ) 0 put
U x , t s W x y x , t y T q t , 3.21 .  .  .C 0 2
  ..  .where m s p y 1 and N s 1 see 2.2 . By 3.20 and the continuity of U,
for t ) 0 we can choose C sufficiently small to get
 4U O U on y`, a = T and supp U v, T ; j T , a , .  .  . .2 2 q 2
3.22 .
 .   . 4where supp U v, T denotes the closure of the set x g R; U x, T ) 02 2
  ..that is, the support of U v, T . Note that for each t P T2 2
supp U v, t .
1r2 1rp< <s x g R; x y x O 2 p p y 1 Cr p y 2 t y T q t . .  .  . . 40 2
3.23 .
 .In particular supp U v, t is an increasing interval.
Let
m t s max u y , t s max u y , t . 3.24 .  .  .  . /
ygR aOyOb
 .Then the continuity of u implies that m t is continuous. For s P T2
 .  .define two sets A s and B s by
¡ w xA s s x , t g R = T , s ; u x , t s m t 4 .  .  .  .2
 4s a t , b t = t , .  .D /~ T OtOs 3.25 .2
w x  4B s s R = T , s l supp U s supp U v, t = t , .  . . D2  /¢ T OtOs2
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w  .  .x   .  .4  .where a t , b t s x g R; u x, t s m t see Lemma 3.4 . Then we see
that
¡ 2i A s and B s are compact sets in R for each s P T , .  .  . 2
ii A s and B s are increasing with s, .  .  .~
w xiii There exists s ) T with A s l B s s B for any s g T , s , .  .  .1 2 2 1¢ iv There exists s ) s with A s l B s / B. .  .  .2 1 2 2
3.26 .
Here we used Lemma 3.4 and the property of the Barenblatt solution U to
 .  .  .get iii and iv . In view of 3.26 let
s# s inf s P T ; A s l B s / B . 3.27 4 .  .  .2
 4`Then s O s# O s and we can find a sequence t satisfying1 2 j js1
t P t P s# for any j g N and t ª s# as j ª `,j jq1 j a t , t g supp U v, t = t for any j g N. 4 .  . .j j j j
 .Furthermore, since a O a t O b for any j g N, by taking a subsequencej
if necessary we may have
a t ª a# as j ª ` .j
w x  .  .for some a# g a, b . Therefore by the continuity of u x, t and m t we
get
u a#, s# s m s# . 3.28 .  .  .
  . .4`Since the sequence of points a t , t is contained in the closed setj j js1
 .  .  .A t l B t , the point a#, s# also belongs to this closed set. Hence by1 1
 .3.25 we get
 4a#, s# g supp U v, s# l a s# , b s# = s# .  .  .  . .
; A s# l B s# . 3.29 .  .  .
  ..Namely, by the definition of the number s# see 3.27
A s l B s s B for all s g T , s# and A s# l B s# / B. .  . .  .  .2
3.30 .
 .Let T - s - s#. Recalling 3.23 , we put2
supp U v, t s c t , d t 3.31 .  .  .  . .
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 .  .and remark that d t is a smooth increasing function and c t is a smooth
 .  .decreasing function. Then, since A s l B s s B and both of these sets
 .are compact, in view of 3.25 we can find a path G satisfying:
 .i G consists only of a finite number of vertical segments and
horizontal segments. Precisely, there exist k g N and two strictly increas-
 4k  4king sequences x and t with t s T and t s s, which satisfyj js1 j js0 0 2 k
k ky1
w x 4  4G s x = t , t j x , x = t .D Dj jy1 j i iq1 i / /js1 is1
 .  .  .ii G separates B s from A s . Precisely, we have
d t - x - a t for any x , t g G. .  .  .
Then we have
U s 0 O U on G , 3.32 .
U P 0 and
2 py1­ U s ­ U in x , t g R = T , s ; x - min y . 3.33 .  .   . 5t x 2
 .y , t gG
Since U and U have the finite propagation property, we can choose
  ..c g y`, j T sufficiently small to getq 2
w x 4U s U s 0 on c = T , s# . 3.34 .2
 .  .  .  .In view of 3.22 , 3.32 , 3.33 , and 3.34 , first we can apply the compari-
 w x.son principle see 17, Lemma 5, p. 422 to U and U in the rectangular
 .  xregion c, x = T , t and get1 2 1
w x w xU O U in c, x = T , t . 3.35 .1 2 1
Then we have
w x  4U O U on c, x = t ,2 1
and secondly we can apply the comparison principle to U and U in the
 .  xrectangular region c, x = t , t and get2 1 2
w x w xU O U in c, x = t , t . 3.36 .2 1 2
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Inductively applying the comparison principle k times we conclude that in
particular
 4U O U on y`, d s = s . .
Since we can choose s - s# arbitrarily near to s#, by the continuity we get
 4U O U on y`, d s# = s# . 3.37 .  .
 .  . Therefore 3.37 and 3.29 combined with Lemma 3.3 imply that x g
 q. 4   q.  q.. qR; ­ u x, T ) 0 is equal to j T , a T if we put T s s#. Thisx 3 q 3 3 3
completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
Furthermore
 q y4LEMMA 3.6. For any t P max T , T the sets3 3
x g R; ­ u x , t ) 0 and x g R; ­ u x , t - 0 4  4 .  .x x
  .  ..   .  ..are equal to the open inter¨ als j t , a t and b t , j t , respecti¨ ely,q y
q y  .  .  .  .where T , T , j v , j v , a v , and b v are the same as in Lemma 3.5.3 3 q y
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5 we show only that x g
 . 4   .  .. qR; ­ u x, t ) 0 is equal to j t , a t for any t P T . We employ anx q 3
w xargument in 30, Proof of Theorem 6, pp. 180]181 . For simplicity put
Q t s x g R; U x , t ) 0 and U x , t s ­ u x , t . 3.38 4 .  .  .  .  .x
Let t# ) Tq. In view of Lemma 3.3, suppose that there exists a compo-3
 .   . .nent of Q t# , say v, which does not contain the interval j t# , a . Letq
 .   . .v# be the component of Q t# containing the interval j t# , a . Thenq
 .v l v# s B. Let S and S be the components of x, t g R =v v#
w q x  . 4T , t# ; U x, t ) 0 containing v and v#, respectively. Hence it follows3
 q.from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.3 that S contains the whole of Q T .v# 3
First let us show that S s S . Indeed, suppose that S l S s B. Thenv v# v v#
 .  . q4S l x, t g R = 0, ` ; t s T is empty. Observe thatv 3
U ) 0 in S , U s 0 on ­S _ v , and S is compact. 3.39 .v v v
Therefore the positive maximum of U over S is attained in the interior ofv
S or in v. However, this contradicts the strong maximum principle seev
w x w x.27 or 47 , since U is regarded as a solution of a linear uniformly
parabolic equation without zero-order term in each compact set contained
 .  .  . 4in x, t g R = 0, ` ; U x, t ) 0 and U is smooth there. Hence we have
S s S .v v#
 . 4Note that any interval in x, t# ; x g R which meets v and v# must
 .  .   q ..have a point x, t# with U x, t# s 0. Since S l R = T , t# is openv 3
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 .and connected hence path connected , there exists a simple path in
  q ..  4S l R = T , t# with one end point in v = t# and the other inv 3
 4  . 4v# = t# . Adding a line segment in x, t# ; x g R joining these end-
points, we obtain a simple closed curve bounding a bounded region, say D.
  ..Let g be the simple curve consisting of ­ D l R = 0, t# and the end
  4.points of ­ D l R = t# . Then, by the continuity of U we have
U P h ) 0 on g 3.40 .
 .for some positive constant h ) 0. By 3.11 there exists small « ) 0 such2
that for any 0 - « - «2
1­ ¨ P h on g . 3.41 .x « 2
 .Since by 3.7 , ­ ¨ is regarded as a solution of a linear uniformly parabolicx «
equation without zero-order term, the maximum principle implies that for
any 0 - « - «2
1­ ¨ P h in D. 3.42 .x « 2
 .Then, letting « ª 0 we get from 3.11
1U P h in D.2
  4.This contradicts the fact that U has zero on ­ D l R = t# . Therefore
the proof of Lemma 3.6 is completed.
 .  q y4Let us study the properties of the set M t for t ) max T , T . We3 3
begin with
 .  .  q y4LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that a t - b t for some t ) max T , T .0 0 0 3 3
Then we ha¨e
 .  .  .i a t and b t are continuous at t s t ,0
 .  .  .ii There exists T ) t with a T s b T ,4 0 4 4
 .  .  . w xiii a t and yb t are nondecreasing continuous functions in t , T .0 4
w x  .  .Proof. We employ an argument of 10, p.114 to prove ii and iii . The
theory of the interfaces of nonnegative solutions to the porous medium
 w x.  .  .  .equation see 2, 39, 50, 51, 25 implies ii and iii . Indeed, for U x, t s
 ..­ u x, t putx
Uq x , t s max U x , t , 0 and Uy x , t s max yU x , t , 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .
3.43 .
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 .Let V respectively, V be a unique weak nonnegative solution to theq y
Cauchy problem
­ V s ­ 2 V py1 in R = t , ` , 3.44 .  .  .t x 0
V x , t s Uq x , t respectively, s Uy x , t in R. 3.45 .  .  .  . .0 0 0
 .  .  .Since a t - b t , by the finite propagation property of Eq. 3.44 and by0 0
 w x w x.the uniqueness of the solutions to the Cauchy problem see 9 or 11 ,
2 < < py2­ V s ­ V V in R = t , ` and V x , t s U x , t in R, .  .  . .t x 0 0 0
w xwe see that U s V y V in R = t , T , where T is determined byq y 0 4 4
T s inf t ) t ; supp V v, t l supp V v, t / B . 3.46 4 .  .  .4 0 q y
Note that t - T - ` by the finite propagation property and the asymp-0 4
 w x. qtotic behaviour of the solutions see 2, 50, 51 . Namely, U s V andq
y w xU s V in R = t , T . Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.6 that they 0 4
 .  .curves x s a t and x s b t with t O t O T are equal to the right-hand0 4
 .interface of V and the left-hand interface of V , respectively. Hence a tq y
 . w x and yb t are nondecreasing continuous functions in t , T for example0 4
w x w x w x.see 25, Theorem 4, p. 1324 or 39, Theorem 6.1, p. 392 or 2 , and
 .  .  .  .a T s b T . Namely, we get ii and iii .4 4
 .  .In view of iii , in order to prove i it suffices to show the continuity
 .  .  .  .from below of a t and b t at t s t . Let us show that lim a t s a t .0 t ­ t 00
 .  .  .For this purpose, first suppose that a O a# s lim inf a t - a t .t ­ t 00
 4`  .Then there exists a sequence t with t ­ t as j ª ` satisfying a t ªj js1 j 0 j
 .  .   .  ..a# as j ª `. By the continuity of u x, t and m t see 3.24 for m t we
 .  .  . w  .  .xget u a#, t s m t . This contradicts the fact that M t s a t , b t0 0 0 0 0
 .see Lemma 3.4 . Therefore we have
lim inf a t P a t . 3.47 .  .  .0
t­ t0
 .  .  .Next, suppose that b P a* s lim sup a t ) a t . Then there exists at ­ t 00
 4`  .sequence t with t ­ t as j ª ` satisfying a t ª a* as j ª `. Forj js1 j 0 j
each j let V be a unique weak nonnegative solution to the Cauchyj
problem:
­ V s ­ 2 V py1 in R = t , ` and V x , t s Uy x , t in R. .  .  .  .t x j j j
3.48 .
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 . y .Then, since U x, t P yU x, t for any x g R, by the comparison prin-j j
ciple of the solutions to the Cauchy problem for the equation ­ V st
2 < < py2 .  w x.­ V V see 9 we getx
U P yV in R = t , ` . 3.49 ..j j
  .To make use of the solution to 3.48 is an idea of Kamin and Vazquez
w x37 , where they used this idea to show that the solution to the Cauchy
problem of the porous medium equation with changing sign becomes
nonnegative in a finite time provided the initial datum has a positive
.  .average and compact support. Let x s z t be the left-hand interface ofj
V defined byj
z t s inf x g R; V x , t ) 0 for t P t . 3.50 .  .  . 4j j j
w x  .Then by 25, Theorem 4, p. 1324 , z t is a nonincreasing continuousj
w .  .  .function in t , ` with z t s b t and it satisfiesj j j j
1rp
z t y b t P yK t y t for any t P t , 3.51 .  . .  .j j j j j
5 y .5  py2.r p1where K s C U v, t and C is a constant depending only onL R .j 0 j 0
p. Since in particular
y q
1U v, t O U v, t O U v, T , . .  .1 1  .L Rj j 3 .  .L R L R
 4` 1K is bounded. Here we used the fact that the L -norm of the solutionj js1
 w x.  .   ..is nonincreasing with t see 9 . Therefore, since a t ª a* ) a t andj 0
 .t ­ t as j ª `, in view of the estimate 3.51 we see that there existsj 0
j# g N satisfying
z t ) a t . 3.52 .  .  .j# 0 0
 .  .  .Hence by 3.49 we get z t O b t andj# 0 0
U s 0 in a t , z t = t , t . 3.53 .  .  .0 j# 0 j# 0
w  .  .x w x  .ÄIndeed, since U P 0 in a t , z t = t , t , if U x, t ) 0 for someÄ0 j# 0 j# 0
 .Äx, t in the interior of this rectangle, then by the same argument as in theÄ
 .proof of Lemma 3.1 we have U x, t ) 0. This contradicts the fact thatÄ 0
w  .  .x  4U s 0 on a t , z t = t .0 j# 0 0
 .  . On the other hand 3.53 contradicts Lemma 3.6, since a t ª a# )j
 ..a t as j ª `. Consequently we get0
lim sup a t O a t . 3.54 .  .  .0
t­ t0
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 .  .  .  .Therefore, 3.47 and 3.54 imply that lim a t s a t . Similarly we gett ­ t 00
 .  .lim b t s b t . This completes the proof.t ­ t 00
Finally, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 2, it is enough for us
to show
 q y4LEMMA 3.8. There exists T ) max T , T satisfying:3 3
 .  .  .i a t s b t for all t P T ,
 .  . w .ii a t is uniformly Holder continuous with exponent 1rp in T , ` .È
 q y4  .Proof. First let us show that there exists T ) max T , T with a T s3 3
 .  q y4  .  .  .b T . Put T s max T , T q 1. Then either a T s b T or a T -0 3 3 0 0 0
 .b T . If the former holds, we put T s T . If the latter holds, by Lemma0 0
 .  .  .3.7 ii we get T ) T with a T s b T and we put T s T . Suppose that4 0 4 4 4
 .  .  .  ..a t# - b t# for some t# ) T. Then, by using Lemma 3.7 i and iii we
 .  . w xsee that a t and yb t are nondecreasing continuous functions in T , t# .
 .  .  .  .Hence, in particular a T O a t# - b t# O b T , which is a contradic-
 .tion. This shows i .
 .It remains to show ii . Let T O t - t . We use the same notation as in0 1
 .  .3.43 to 3.45 in the proof of Lemma 3.7. Let V and V be theq y
 .  .nonnegative weak solutions to the Cauchy problems 3.44 with 3.45 ,
y .  . q .respectively. Then, since yU x, t O U x, t O U x, t for any x g R,0 0 0
 .as in 3.49 by the comparison principle we get
wyV O U O V in R = t , ` . 3.55 ..y q 0
 .  .Let x s z t and x s z t be the right-hand interface of V and theq y q
left-hand interface of V , respectively. Precisely, for t P ty 0
z t s sup x g R; V x , t ) 0 4 .  .q q
and
z t s inf x g R; V x , t ) 0 . 4 .  .y y
 . w xThen, as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 i , by 25, Theorem 4, p. 1324 and by
 .  .  .Lemma 3.8 i just we have proved, z t and yz t are nondecreasingq y
w .  .  .  .   ..continuous functions in t , ` with z t s z t s a t s b t , and0 q 0 y 0 0 0
they satisfy
1rp
z t y a t O K t y t .  .  .q 0 0
and
1rp
z t y a t P yK t y t 3.56 .  .  .  .y 0 0
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for any t P t , where K is a constant independent of t P T. Therefore, it0 0
 .  .follows from 3.55 and Lemma 3.8 i that for t ) t1 0
z t O a t O z t . .  .  .y 1 1 q 1
 .Furthermore by 3.56 we conclude that
1r p< < wa t y a t O K t y t for any pair t and t g T , ` . .  . .0 1 1 0 0 1
3.57 .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8 and the proof of Theorem 2 is now
completed.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We give several remarks in this final section.
 .1 The method of proof of Theorem 1 does not apply to the proof
 .of Theorem 2. Indeed, the spatial gradient of the solution to 1.5 with
 .  .1.6 must vanish in the set of peaks M t and therefore the equation must
 . 2qa degenerate in M t . So the uniform C -estimate is not available see
 . .2.5 in Section 2 . But since the Barenblatt solution of the equation in
 .   . .1.5 has nice form see 3.14 in Section 3 , we conjecture that Theorem 2
can be generalized to the case of N P 2.
 . w x2 In Bertsch and Hilhorst 10 the interfaces where the solution
changes its sign were studied in detail for the boundary value problems of
the general porous medium equation over two-dimensional cylinders. But
the monotonicity of the initial data is assumed there. In our problem in
 .  .Theorem 2, the monotonicity of ­ u v, t in some neighborhood of M tx
cannot be assumed. Therefore, if one can prove this for some large t ) 0,
w xby the method of 10 one may get more precise regularity properties of
 .x t in Theorem 2.
 .3 In the case of the heat equation and in the case of the one-
dimensional porous medium equation it was shown that the spatial peak of
the solution tends to the Euclidean center of mass of the initial datum as
 w x w x.t ª ` see Chavel and Karp 15 and Aronson and Vazquez 6 . There-
 .  .fore, in the problems 1.4 and 1.5 there is a question how the asymptotic
 .behaviour of the set M t as t ª ` is. On the other hand, it was studied
whether the conservation of the center of mass holds or not in the
one-dimensional homogeneous diffusion problem containing the problem
 .  . w x1.4 and 1.5 in Esteban and Vazquez 26 . Finally, we note that in
 .  .Theorem 2 if the initial datum w is symmetric, that is, if w x s w yx
 .for any x g R, then by Theorem 2, x t s 0 for any t P T.
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